Electron beam excitation of surface plasmon polaritons.
In this paper, the excitations of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) by both perpendicular and parallel electron beam are investigated. The results of analytical theory and numerical calculation show that the mechanisms of these two excitations are essentially different, and the behavior and properties of SPPs in metal structures strongly depend on the methods of excitation. For the perpendicular excitation, SPPs contain plenty of frequency components, propagate with attenuation and are always accompanied with the transition radiation. Whereas for parallel excitation, SPPs waves are coherent, tunable, propagating without attenuation and the transition radiation does not occur. We also show that there are two modes for the parallel excited SPPs on the metal films and they all can be excited efficiently by the parallel moving electron beam. And the operating frequency of SPPs can be tuned in a large frequency range by adjusting the beam energy.